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Abstract
We describe methods for bounding extreme values of quantities on global attrac-
tors of differential dynamical systems. Such bounds apply, in particular, along every
trajectory at sufficiently late times. The methods use Lyapunov functions to find ab-
sorbing sets that contain the global attractor, and the choice of Lyapunov function
is optimized based on the quantity whose extreme value one aims to bound. When
the governing equations and quantities of interest are polynomials, the optimization
constraints require two polynomial expressions to be nonnegative. We enforce nonneg-
ativity by requiring these polynomials to be representable as sums of squares, leading to
a convex optimization problem that can be recast as a semidefinite program and solved
computationally. This computer assistance makes it possible to construct complicated
polynomial Lyapunov functions. We apply these methods to the chaotic Lorenz at-
tractor, bounding extreme values of various moments of the coordinates (x, y, z) using
Lyapunov functions of polynomial degrees up to 8. In all cases we obtain bounds that
are sharp to three or more significant figures, most of which are much sharper than
prior results. Some of the absorbing sets constructed also give precise localizations of
the attractor as a whole.
1 Introduction
In many complex systems it is desirable to predict the magnitudes of extreme events—for
instance, the maximum height of a rogue wave, or the greatest instantaneous force applied
by a turbulent fluid flow. The present work considers extreme events in eventual behavior,
as opposed to transient behavior. In particular we consider systems governed by differential
equations, especially those with chaotic or otherwise complicated attractors, and we bound
the values that quantities of interest can assume on such attractors.
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When solutions of a differential equation cannot be characterized exactly, a common
way to estimate their eventual behavior is to find absorbing sets—subsets of phase space
that all solutions eventually remain in and which therefore contain the global attractor.
These sets can be used to estimate properties of the attractor, including extreme values
of various quantities. Absorbing sets can be found using Lyapunov functions, as described
below, but generally there exist an infinite number of such functions. A typical approach
is to first construct one or several of the simplest possible Lyapunov functions, such as
quadratic forms, and then use them to estimate properties of the attractor. In the present
work we combine these two steps. For each attractor property to be estimated, the con-
struction of a corresponding Lyapunov function that implies the sharpest bound is posed
as an optimization problem.
The construction of optimal Lyapunov functions is difficult in general. Here we restrict
attention to ordinary differential equations (ODEs) with polynomial righthand sides be-
cause then we can use methods of polynomial optimization. In particular, we formulate
sufficient conditions wherein certain polynomials must have sum-of-squares (SOS) repre-
sentations. The optimization over Lyapunov functions subject to these SOS constraints
can be carried out numerically after being recast as a semidefinite program (SDP)—a well
studied type of convex optimization problem [5]. The use of SDPs to solve SOS opti-
mization problems has become standard since being pointed out nearly two decades ago
[20, 27, 29] and has found numerous applications in the study and control of ODEs. These
applications include the construction of Lyapunov functions to show that a solution is at-
tracting, or to approximate a basin of attraction [4, 7, 9, 15, 28, 29, 37, 40], as well as
related methods for bounding infinite-time averages [6, 10, 12]. Some progress has been
made applying SOS methods to nonlinear PDEs also [13, 14, 16]. These works are similar
in spirit to our present method, which was suggested but not applied in [13], but they are
not the same. As far as we know, the present study is the first to construct Lyapunov
functions by optimizing the bounds that they imply.
Section 2 formulates a convex optimization framework for bounding extreme values on
attractors, including an SOS-based version of this framework in cases where all quantities
are polynomial. Section 3 reports computational results for the example of the Lorenz
attractor. In particular, we bound extreme values of various moments—monomials of the
coordinate variables (x, y, z). The method appears to produce arbitrarily sharp bounds as
the polynomial degree of Lyapunov functions is raised. For all moments considered here,
our bounds on extreme values are sharp to three or more significant figures. All of these
bounds are substantially sharper than previously reported estimates, aside from the well
known lower bound 0 ≤ z which is sharp already. These results complement the similarly
sharp bounds on infinite-time averages in the Lorenz equations that we obtained by SOS
methods in [12].
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2 Optimizing bounds over classes of Lyapunov functions
Consider an autonomous ODE system,
d
dt
x(t) = f(x(t)), x(0) = x0, (1)
that is well-posed for any initial condition x0 ∈ Rn. Assume that all trajectories x(t) are
continuously differentiable and eventually remain in a bounded subset of Rn. The latter
can be proved by the Lyapunov function methods used in this work. The global attractor A
of (1) can be defined as the maximal subset of Rn that is invariant under the dynamics, or
equivalently as the minimal set that attracts all initial conditions in every bounded subset
of Rn [33].
Let Φ : Rn → R denote a quantity of interest in the model (1). Our present objective
is to bound the maximum and minimum values of Φ(x) over the global attractor A,
Φ+A := maxA
Φ(x), Φ−A := minA
Φ(x). (2)
Our objective is to compute upper bounds on Φ+A and lower bounds on Φ
−
A. Such results
also bound values of Φ along all trajectories x(t) at sufficiently late times; the forward-time
limit points of the system are a subset of the global attractor, and therefore
Φ−A ≤ infx0∈Rn lim inft→∞ Φ(x(t)) ≤ supx0∈Rn
lim sup
t→∞
Φ(x(t)) ≤ Φ+A. (3)
It suffices to discuss upper bounds since lower bounds on Φ−A are equivalent to upper bounds
on (−Φ)+∞.
We bound Φ+A above by constructing absorbing sets. Every absorbing set contains A,
so the maximum of Φ over any absorbing set is an upper bound on Φ+A. Like many authors,
we find absorbing sets using continuously differentiable Lyapunov functions, V : Rn → R.
Recalling that ddtV (x(t)) = f ·∇V (x(t)) along all trajectories of (1), we seek V (x) satisfying
λ f · ∇V (x) ≤ C − V (x) (4)
throughout Rn for some C ∈ R and λ > 0. Applying Gronwall’s lemma to (4) gives
V (x(t))− C ≤ e−t/λ[V (x0)− C], which implies that the set
ΩCV := {x ∈ Rn : V (x) ≤ C} (5)
is absorbing. This yields the upper bound
Φ+A ≤ max
x∈ΩCV
Φ(x). (6)
The righthand maximum can be prohibitively difficult to evaluate for complicated V . We
avoid this difficulty by adding a second constraint on V : we require not only that (4)
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hold but also that Φ(x) ≤ V (x) on all of Rn. Both inequalities together imply the upper
bound Φ+A ≤ C. Then it is natural to seek the best upper bound that can be proved using
Lyapunov functions within some class V:
Φ+A ≤ infλ>R
V ∈V
C s.t. V (x)− Φ(x) ≥ 0 ∀x ∈ Rn,
C − V (x)− λ f · ∇V (x) ≥ 0 ∀x ∈ Rn.
(7)
The optimization (7) is convex in V for each fixed value of λ, as long as V is a convex set
of functions. This convexity makes it tractable to optimize bounds in certain cases, which
is why we favor the inequalities in (7) over other sufficient conditions for Φ+A ≤ C. Many
previous authors have taken a different approach, choosing a particular function or simple
ansatz for V at the start of their analyses. With V so fixed, one can use more complicated
sufficient conditions that might give absorbing sets ΩCV with smaller values of C than can
be obtained using (4).1 Nonetheless, there are many cases in the literature where the best
bounds on extreme values are not close to being sharp. We propose that better bounds
can be obtained by considering larger classes of Lyapunov functions, even with suboptimal
sufficient conditions. This is borne out by the bounds for the Lorenz attractor that we
report in the next section.
Optimization over Lyapunov functions as in (7) can be carried out by methods of
polynomial optimization if the ODE righthand side f(x) and quantity of interest Φ(x) are
both polynomials. Henceforth we assume this is the case, and we let the class of Lyapunov
functions be the set of real polynomials in n variables up to a specified degree d—that
is, V = R[x]n,d. The inequalities in (7) then require nonnegativity of two multivariable
polynomials. Deciding whether a polynomial is nonnegative has NP-hard computational
complexity unless n or d is small [26], and we want to optimize among higher-degree
Lyapunov functions for which such computations would be intractable. Thus we employ
a standard SOS relaxation, replacing nonnegativity of a polynomial with the generally
stronger constraint that the polynomial can be represented as a sum of squares of other
polynomials [30]. The resulting SOS optimization is
Φ+A ≤ infλ>R minV ∈R[x]n,dC s.t. V (x)− Φ(x) ∈ Σn,C − V (x)− λ f · ∇V (x) ∈ Σn,
(8)
where Σn denotes the set of SOS polynomials in n variables. The best bounds provable
using this framework improve or remain unchanged as the degree d of V is raised. In the
typical situation where V has a higher polynomial degree than Φ, the first constraint in
(8) requires that d is even. The second constraint requires that the degree of f ·∇V is even
also.
1One weaker sufficient condition is to let C be the maximum of V on the set where f · ∇V vanishes [18].
This amounts to imposing (4) on that set instead of on Rn; the value C is attained at a stationary point of
the Lagrangian V + λ f · ∇V , where here λ is a Lagrange multiplier. Additionally, constraints on V can be
restricted to subsets of Rn already known to be absorbing, and various absorbing sets can be intersected to
produce a smaller absorbing set.
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The inner minimization in (8) is equivalent to a semidefinite program (SDP) because
the SOS constraints and optimization objective are linear in the tunable variables [30].
This linearity is why we do not optimize over λ simultaneously, instead tuning C and the
coefficients of V with λ fixed. The outer minimization might be difficult in some cases
since the dependence of the inner minimum on λ need not be convex or even continuous.
It is only a one-dimensional search, however, and at least for the Lorenz equations we find
simple dependence on λ.
3 Bounds for the Lorenz attractor
To test the quality of bounds computed using (8) we consider the Lorenz equations [24],
in which case the components of the generic ODE (1) are
x = (x, y, z), f = (−σx+ σy , rx− y − xz , −βz + xy). (9)
We consider only the standard chaotic parameter values (β, σ, r) = (8/3, 10, 28), at which
there exists a strange attractor to which almost every trajectory tends [39]. Invariant struc-
tures embedded in this attractor include an equilibrium at the origin and an infinite number
of periodic orbits, as well as their unstable manifolds [34]. The global attractor includes all
such structures, as well as two equilibria at the points x± = (±6
√
2,±6√2, 27), and their
unstable manifolds. Our bounds apply to extreme values over this global attractor.
We have computed bounds for various moments of the coordinates, meaning Φ =
xlymzn where the exponents are nonnegative integers. More general polynomial Φ(x, y, z)
can be bounded just as easily. Bounds were computed by solving (8) as described above—
sweeping through λ and solving the inner minimization as an SDP—with polynomial
V (x, y, z) of even degrees up to 8. The ansa¨tze for V need not be fully general: the require-
ment that f ·∇V be of even degree requires that all highest-degree terms of V take the form
xp(y2 +z2)q [12, 36]. For Φ that are invariant under the symmetry (x, y) 7→ (−x,−y) of the
Lorenz equations, we further find that optimal V contain only symmetric monomials, as
when bounding time averages by a related method [12, 13]. The software YALMIP [22, 23]
was used to translate SOS formulations into SDPs, which were solved using MOSEK [25].
The ODE variables were rescale by (x, y, z) 7→ 25(x, y, z) to improve SDP conditioning as
in [12], after which MOSEK converged with relative infeasibilities below 5 × 10−7 in all
cases.
In order to judge the sharpness of our bounds we have sought extreme values of each Φ
among particular trajectories of the Lorenz equations. Such a search might be impossible
in more complicated systems, which is one motivation for our bounding approach, but
it is possible here. Trajectories we examined include numerical integrations beginning
from random initial conditions (with initial transients removed), numerical integration
approximating the one-dimensional unstable manifold of the origin, and the many periodic
orbits computed by Viswanth [41, 42]. It is on the origin or its unstable manifold that
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Figure 1: Upper bounds C on the maximum of x over the Lorenz global attractor at the
standard parameters. The bounds are optima of the inner minimization in (8) for various
λ and polynomial V of degree 2 ( ), 4 ( ), 6 ( ), and 8 ( ).
we find the largest and smallest values of each Φ, and the closeness of these values to our
computed bounds suggests that they are indeed global extrema. Numerical integration
from random initial conditions does not give very good approximations to these various
extrema; integrating for 107 times steps of size 0.005 gives values that share one or two
significant figures with the true extrema, but no more.
Bounds produced by the inner minimization problem in (8) depend on λ and the degree
of V in similar ways for all Φ bounded here. As a typical example, figure 1 shows this
dependence for upper bounds on the maximum of x. For all Φ, our computations give
finite bounds with degree-d Lyapunov functions when λ ≥ 1/d, and the bounds are convex
in λ on these intervals. Thus it is not hard to optimize λ over these intervals, which
apparently suffices to give arbitrarily sharp bounds as the degree of V is raised. However,
this dependence of C on λ is particular to the Lorenz equations.2
As an example of the absorbing sets ΩCV that give the bounds on x reported in figure 1,
let us consider quadratic and quartic V at the optimal values of λ ≈ 0.5659 and λ ≈ 0.3743,
respectively. Figure 2 shows the quadratic and quartic absorbing sets ΩCV , where V and C
solve the inner minimization in (8) at the specified λ values. Also shown in figure 2 is a
numerical approximation to the unstable manifold of the origin, which is part of the global
2For the Lorenz equations, terms in V of the form c1x
d, c2y
d, and c3z
d produce terms in −(V +λ f ·∇V )
of the form c1(−1 + σλd)xd, c2(−1 + λd)yd, and c3(−1 + βλd)zd, respectively. The latter three coefficients
must be nonnegative in order for the second constraint in (8) to hold. At the standard parameters this
requires λ ≥ 1/d if c1, c2, c3 > 0. In most cases we obtain finite bounds only when c1, c2, c3 > 0, and thus
only when λ ≥ 1/d also. An exception is the lower bound on z with quadratic V , where finite bounds are
possible with c2 = 0 and λ = 3/8 /∈ [1/2,∞).
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Figure 2: Absorbing sets ΩCV that give our best bounds x ≤ C with Lyapunov functions
V of degree 2 ( ) and 4 ( ). Each (V,C) pair solves the inner minimization in (8)
with λ = 0.5659 and λ = 0.3743, respectively. The plotted curves are boundaries of the
projections of ΩCV onto the xz-plane. Also shown are numerically integrated trajectories
( ) starting along each half of the origin’s unstable manifold.
Figure 3: Absorbing set ΩCV for the degree-8 V that minimizes the resulting upper bound on
z with the near-optimal value λ = 3/8. Also shown are numerically integrated trajectories
starting along each half of the origin’s unstable manifold.
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attractor. Evidently the quartic absorbing set implies a much sharper upper bound on x
than the quadratic set does.
Absorbing sets constructed by solving (8) do not necessary localize the global attractor
well since this is not the optimization objective. The quartic absorbing set in figure 2
provides a very good bound on x but a poor localization of the attractor as a whole.
Surprisingly, some other absorbing sets constructed by solving (8) nonetheless localize the
global attractor well. Figure 3 shows one such ΩCV , which was constructed by optimizing
upper bounds on z using V of degree 8. This may be the smallest absorbing set that has
been reported for the Lorenz attractor. It would be harder to minimize the volume of ΩCV
directly because this volume does not have convex dependence on the coefficients of V .
For all moments xlymzn considered here, we have computed bounds on extreme values
over the Lorenz attractor that are either exactly sharp or very close to being so. For the
example of upper bounds on x, this sharpness can be inferred from the quartic ΩCV in
figure 2. Our upper bounds on x and other moments up to cubic degree are given in table
1, alongside the apparently maximal values found on the unstable manifold of the origin.
For convenience the tabulated values are normalized by each quantity’s magnitude at the
nonzero fixed points x±. At the standard parameters these normalized moments are
Φ =
xlymzn
|xlymzn|x±
=
xlymzn
(6
√
2)l+m27n
. (10)
Quadratic Lyapunov functions, to which many past studies have been confined, do not
produce particularly good bounds. On the other hand, V of degree 4 and 6 produce upper
bounds for all 13 moments that are sharp to at least 2 and 4 significant figures, respectively.
As for lower bounds on minimum values over the Lorenz attractor, many can be antici-
pated without additional computation. Manifestly nonnegative moments such as x2 attain
their minima on the equilibrium at the origin. For moments that are antisymmetric under
the symmetry (x, y) 7→ (−x,−y) of the Lorenz equations, the upper bound Φ+A ≤ C implies
the lower bound −C ≤ Φ−A. We thus compute lower bounds only for symmetric moments
that are not obviously nonnegative. Table 2 reports our lower bounds on such moments up
to cubic degree, computed by solving (8) for upper bounds on Φ = −xlymzn. In all cases,
the bounds appear to become sharp as the degree of V is raised.
Complications arise with the lower bounds on z, x2z, and y2z that do not arise in
our other examples. These three quantities are minimized at the origin, whereas all other
extrema we have bounded appear to occur elsewhere on the origin’s unstable manifold. The
sharp lower bound 0 ≤ z can be proved using the sufficient condition (4) with quadratic
V only if λ = 3/8, but a naive search over λ may not find this result since other λ values
smaller than 1/2 do not give finite bounds.3 Raising the degree of V to d ≥ 4 removes this
3With λ = 1/β, C = 0, and Φ = −z, the quadratic Lyapunov function V = −z + 1
2σ
x2 satisfies (4) and
thus proves the known result z ≥ 1
2σ
x2. In the past this has been proved by showing that a condition like
(4) holds on a compact set already known to be absorbing [11, 34], but choosing λ = 3/8 makes (4) hold
on all of phase space.
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Table 1: Upper bounds on the maxima over the Lorenz global attractor of all normalized
moments (10) up to cubic degree, computed by solving (8) with V of degree 2, 4, and
6. Powers of x, y, z are omitted since their extrema are determined by those of x, y, z.
Also shown is each moment’s maximum known value, which occurs along the unstable
manifold of the origin. Numerically computed bounds are rounded to the precision shown.
Corresponding values of λ are given by table 3 in Appendix A.
Moment Normalized upper bounds Maximum
deg 2 deg 4 deg 6
x 3.9317 2.3378 2.3365 2.3365
y 3.4081 3.2630 3.2630 3.2630
z 2.1081 1.7943 1.7912 1.7912
xy 10.1143 6.8780 6.8699 6.8698
xz 7.9238 3.9949 3.9872 3.9872
yz 4.6415 4.0834 4.0832 4.0832
x2y 15.2385 15.2288 15.2288
x2z 9.1943 9.1619 9.1617
xy2 21.9543 21.9483 21.9483
xyz 9.4056 9.3945 9.3944
xz2 7.0518 7.0276 7.0276
y2z 12.2374 12.2258 12.2258
yz2 6.1676 6.1668 6.1668
Table 2: Lower bounds on the minima over the Lorenz global attractor of normalized
symmetric moments (10) up to cubic degree, computed by solving (8) with V of degree
2, 4, 6, and 8. Also shown is each moment’s minimum known value, which occurs along
the unstable manifold of the origin. Corresponding values of λ are given by table 4 in
Appendix A.
Moment Normalized lower bounds Minimum
deg 2 deg 4 deg 6 deg 8
z 0 0
xy −10.1143 −1.5644 −0.9048 −0.9042 −0.9042
x2z −0.3484 −0.0177 −0.0013 0
xyz −2.5369 −1.3920 −1.3914 −1.3914
y2z −0.2898 −0.0309 −0.0061 0
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difficulty since then the optimal value λ = 3/8 falls in the interval [1/d,∞) over which the
lower bound on z is convex in λ. The nonnegativity of z on the Lorenz attractor implies
that x2z and y2z are nonnegative also. However, as reflected in table 2, we have not been
able to prove exact lower bounds on x2z and y2z using the framework (8) alone.
Various bounds on coordinates of the Lorenz equations have appeared in the literature,
and bounds on other functions of (x, y, z) can be inferred from known absorbing sets. The
bounds reported in tables 1 and 2 are sharper than the best results in the literature, except
for the already sharp lower bound 0 ≤ z. For the example of upper bounds on y and z,
the best prior results we know of are identical to the bounds we report in table 1 for
quadratic V ; both bounds follow from the fact that the cylinder y2 + (z − r)2 ≤ β2r24(β−1) is
absorbing when β ≥ 2 [8, 21]. These bounds exceed the true maxima of y and z by more
than 4% and 17%, respectively, whereas the bounds we compute with quartic V are much
sharper. While most authors have considered only quadratic Lyapunov functions, a few
have suggested particular quartic functions [18, 31, 35]. None of these quartic functions
do as well as our optimized quartic V , although the quartic absorbing set of [35] implies
bounds on y and z that are slightly better than our quadratic-V results.
Some results in the literature use analyses more complicated than the sufficient condi-
tion (4). The best prior upper bound on x seems to be that of [19], whose approach [17]
is to first use a quadratic Lyapunov function to show that a certain ellipsoid is absorbing,
and then use V = |x| as a Lyapunov function on that ellipsoid. The resulting bound,
normalized according to (10), is about 3.180. This is sharper than our quadratic-V bound
of 3.9317 but not our quartic-V bound of 2.3378. Similarly, a large number of quadratic
Lyapunov functions are constructed in [32] using computer algebra, and the implied bounds
are stronger than those of a single quadratic V but weaker than those of quartic V . These
results reflect the fact that the sufficient condition (4) is not the strongest possible. How-
ever, they also suggest that inferring the best possible bound from a particular V is not as
important as having a computationally tractable way to optimize V beyond the quadratic
case.
4 Conclusions
We have illustrated a method for bounding extreme values of quantities on global attrac-
tors. It involves constructing Lyapunov functions by solving convex optimization problems.
When all quantities are polynomial, the optimization problems can be cast as semidefinite
programs. Applied to the Lorenz attractor at the standard chaotic parameters, our ap-
proach produces very sharp bounds on all quantities considered. In most cases they are far
sharper than the best results in the literature. The bounds appear to become arbitrarily
sharp as the polynomial degree of the Lyapunov function is raised. This is also true of
preliminary results for the Kuramoto–Sivashinsky equation that will be reported elsewhere.
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A fundamental theoretical question is: under what conditions does the present method
produce sharp bounds? In a related optimization framework for bounding infinite-time
averages, it has been proved that arbitrarily sharp bounds are possible for bounded trajec-
tories of all well posed differential equations [38]. A similar theorem for the present method
would ensure that our success with the Lorenz equations is typical.
The results reported here constitute yet another instance where methods based on poly-
nomial optimization, when applicable, produce stronger results about dynamical systems
than any other approach. Related methods have been similarly successful in demonstrating
stability [4, 28, 29], bounding time averages [6, 10, 12], and estimating basins of attraction
[4, 7, 9, 15, 37, 40]. Application to high-dimensional dynamical systems remains a practi-
cal challenge that calls for improving scalability, perhaps by replacing sum-of-squares con-
straints with stronger constraints that are more computationally tractable [1, 2, 3, 43, 44].
Nevertheless, the further development of polynomial optimization methods for ordinary dif-
ferential equation is sure to remain fruitful, as is the extension of such methods to partial
differential equations.
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A Supplementary results
Tables 3 and 4 give the values of λ that appear to solve the outer minimization in (8). For
these values, the inner minimization in (8) produces the upper and lower bounds reported
in tables 1 and 2, respectively. We believe these λ values are optimal but have not proved
it. With the exception of the lower bound 0 ≤ z computed using quadratic V , all λ values
fall in the intervals [1/d,∞) on which the bounds produced using degree-d V appear to
have convex dependence on λ.
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